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21 July 2021 09:20
Entertainment Licensing
red old lion pub

Hello,
It has now been few days since the pub closed down, including weekend and I must say it has been lovely and quiet.
First weekend when the police didn’t have to come,
. It is now quiet and empty around the pub, including
the taxi section.
The pub’s
beer garden is usually occupied by very young people, they drink too much, they take drugs and very
quickly an evening turns into a nightmare – shouting, fighting, arguing, loud music. The owner never came out of the
pub to check on the situation
or to calm his clients down. Often those young people parked their cars
next to the fence and tables and played loud music from the cars whilst enjoying their alcohol by the tables on the
other side of the fence.

Every time when the police was coming to the pub those young people very quickly run away in various directions
only to come back straight after the police had left that place, like someone let them know that the police was gone.
The pub owner never took any responsibility for his clients, never checked what was going on
, never
tried to calm them down. Many of them young boys didn’t even look old enough to be able legally buy an alcohol.
He also doesn’t even want to admit that the problems start at his pub, looking at his Facebook status after the
recent sad incident where he says it had nothing to do with his pub!
The pub owner never even cleaned the area, his clients left some beer glasses around, broken bottles, food
packaging etc.
As I mentioned above the police was called into the pub every weekend, but there was no improvement
whatsoever, it was even going from bad to worse ending in the dangerous situation involving knives.
The pub’s young clientele is uncontrolled and abusive and we do not feel safe .
It feels like the owner just wants to sell as much as possible without considering anything else.
During lockdown we saw people getting out of the pub with pints in their hands or standing by the tables outside
and talking, therefore we don’t trust that if any restrictions will be imposed on that place the owner will actually
adhere to them.
I do hope the pub stays closed down.
Thank you
Kind Regards
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EPTeam
the old red lion whinmoor - complaint

Good morning,
After what happened yesterday I have to place an official complaint against the old red lion pub in Whinmoor.
The disrupting and noisy behaviour started at around 9.00pm, the police came over in their van at around 10.00pm.
By 3.00am everything escalated to another sad incident. Only a month ago there was a murder connected to this
pub, as that’s where the violence started. And last night – attempted murder.
. Huge group pf people (around 30) was shouting on Baildon Drive in the middle
of the night.
The police is called into that pub every weekend.
Since the owner opened up a back beer garden things are pretty ugly every week. His clients openly smoke weed
whilst enjoying their beer in the back garden, the owner almost never goes there to check on his clients. There is
usually a bunch of young people causing troubles. They can buy alcohol without any limits and they also do drugs. By
the end of the night the level of anger in those young boys is very high. Girls crying, boys shouting and fighting.
A complaint has been placed to the council every weekend.
This is becoming dangerous for the houses around the pub.

We’ve had people from the pub running away from the police
It’s usually very young people sat in the pub’s back garden, playing loud music from their cars parked next to the
tables, they get very drunk plus taking some drugs and that leads to an uncontrolled violence, which we witnessed
here many times within the last few months.
There was a burned van at baildon drive.
It all originates from the pub. Problems/noises starting quite early, 6‐7.00pm.
We would like the pub to be shut down as we do not feel safe with everything that has been happening here. Or at
least the back garden to be dismantled, since the owner doesn’t even check who is there and what is going on.
Surprisingly he never even comes out to calm down his clientele once the problems start. Even during the times
when people weren’t allowed into the pub, so he must have heard that there are problems starting at the back

This unacceptable behaviour from the clients of this pub as well as total ignorance of the owners lead many times to
very serious incidents. It’s a high time someone do something about this pub, before another thing happens.
If you need any more info please contact me.

Thank you
Kind Regards
.
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I need to point out before this statement that we knew the pub was her
as
my family have lived in the area for many years and we have all been in the pub at some point. We expected the
usual noise at closing time and on holidays such as Christmas etc and haven’t had a problem with it until the last two
years or so. This seems to be when the ‘Beer Garden’ licence was granted for the back of the pub‐which was sold as
a ‘family area’. The children’s equipment was moved out of there a couple of months after it opened. The trouble
and noise started then.

Incidents include;
 Cars pulling up at night through the week and playing very loud music for long periods and often when
picking people up at closing time and lasts until 12pm at times. This also happens more often at the
weekend and starts in the afternoon.
 Music from with pub with the back door open with people sat singing, shouting and swearing.
 Loud cars and motorbikes revving engines and skidding, burning out tyres‐this was through the day one
Friday afternoon
 A fight spilling from the car park
on April 17th. A mobile phone was dropped and it
was returned to a police officer at the pub


The last incident on the 11th was the last straw.

I also had work the next day. I’m usually used to being tired on a Monday due to the noise from the pub but the
tiredness and anxiety caught up with me on Tuesday and I had to take time off to have some sleep.
I have depression and anxiety‐I didn’t realise how bad it had got
.
without loud cars, music, screaming and shouting.
1

If the smaller incidents and problems such as noise had been dealt with then maybe it wouldn’t have come to this.
Nobody from the pub seems bothered with who has to put up with this.
Isn’t it his place to
control who goes in to the pub and what they do in it? If he cannot do that why does he have the pub?
I was tempted to say just have the ‘beer garden’ at the back closed but after the lack of action and absolutely no
responsibility taken by the landlord, I changed my mind. Also to put posts on social media sites such as Facebook,
blaming the taxi rank for the incident is shocking! Especially when it hasn’t been used for around two years or so!
The Thursday before the pub was closed on 15th July, the back door was open all night, music was very loud and
people sat outside were singing very loudly. Seemed like it was being done to make a point.
I know for a fact from going in to pub before that there are regulars that go in most days and it’s for companionship
and conversation but the other people that have caused all the incidents have spoiled it for them and that’s the only
people I feel for in relation to all this.
I won’t be coming to the meeting as I feel enough of our time has been taken up by the pub.
I just hope the right decision will be made for

the safety of other people.
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for the last 2 and half years it has got worse and it is the majority not the minority that we
have problems with. The noise and shouting and swearing cars screeching into the car park with loud music,fighting
motorbikes reving and doing wheelies. Then when they start to go home it spills out
I feel sorry for the
people that go to the pub for a drink and to socialise that have been going into the pub for years, but it can not go
on like this. The younger majority are the ones that cause it and l don’t think their parents would like it

Sent from my iPhone
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